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T
he abhorrent events in France last month have left us reeling
here at Total Tattoo towers. That such hatred can be cultivated
is almost incomprehensible and almost unbelievable, yet there it

was for the entire world to see. There could be no greater call for
acceptance, tolerance and understanding. 

Last year we heard a great deal about the clamping down on tattoos in
the workplace not just by private industry but also by government
bodies. I have probably spent far too much time mulling over my own
personal views on this, and I have swung back and forth between an
ideological point of view and a more practical one on an almost daily
basis. I like to think I'm pragmatic about most things and I have always
been more than happy with that character trait. But maybe things will
never change for the better if I only deal with the world I'm in rather
than trying to create the one I would like to be part of. Intolerance on
any level should be challenged. Instead of always seeing both sides of
the argument, perhaps it's time for a line to be drawn in the sand.

So if I want things to be different, the person who needs to change is
me. As we enter the second month of 2015, I'm feeling less like
compromising and more like standing up for what I believe to be right.
Less like pulling the metaphorical duvet over my head and going back
to sleep, and more like jumping out of bed and meeting the day head
on!

James
editor@totaltattoo.co.uk
www.totaltattoo.co.uk
www.facebook.com/totaltattoomagazine

EDITORIAL

“If You Tolerate This Your

Children Will Be Next”
– Manic Street Preachers
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NEWS & REVIEWS
Tattoo news and reviews for your delectation and
delight. If it goes on in the tattoo world, it goes in
here. Send us your news items, books or products
for review and items of general curiosity and
intrigue for the tattoo cognoscenti.

News, Total Tattoo Magazine, 111 Furze Road, Norwich, Norfolk NR7 0AU

This year’s Tattoo Tea Party in Manchester is shaping up to be one of the

highlights of the UK convention circuit, with more than 350 world class

artists already registered and a massive list of entertainment to boot.

One of the jewels in the Tea Party crown this year will be the series of

seminars to be given by experts from the internationally renowned

tattooNOW team (who collaborate with many big names, such as Jeff

Gogué,  Guy Aitchison, Carlos Torres and Nicko Hurtado). There will be

three seminars, as follows:

Saturday 12pm: Nate Beavers – Never stop tattooing

Sunday 12pm: Markus Lenhard – Don’t fight the brain

Sunday 4pm: Gabe Ripley – Build a great tattoo business

If you are a tattooist, you need to be there... and we have one ticket

(worth £100!) for each seminar to give away. To be in with a chance of

winning, simply email comps@totaltattoo.co.uk stating which

seminar you would like to attend and the first names out of the

computerised hat will win. Closing date is 8th March and usual terms

and conditions apply (see page 5).

www.tattooteaparty.com

www.facebook.com/tattooteaparty

www.tattoonow.com

Win a £100 ticket to a Tattoo Tea Party seminar!

Update from the Bristol Tattoo Convention

Things are really gathering momentum now. The line-up is looking fantastic, with the likes

of Lal Hardy, George Bone, Darren Stares, Ian Flower and Curly as well as Bristol's own

Ozzy bringing a classic convention feel to a city steeped in tattoo tradition. Also

confirmed are Modern Classic, Seven Doors, Frith Street, Into You and a strong European

contingent. Be sure to check out the website www.bristoltattooconvention.com

for the growing artist list and more information. Tickets go on sale soon!

Brighton competitions:
essential information

If you're thinking about entering the tattoo or flash

competitions at the Brighton Convention, then

you'll need to know this.

First, the tattoo competitions. This year, there will

only be ONE category: Best of Day (on each

of the three days). As usual there are great prizes,

and we're delighted to announce that the winning

artists will also be featured in Total Tattoo

Magazine. All tattoos must have been started and

completed at the show on the day that they are

entered (register at the Total Tattoo booth).

There are NO other competition

categories.

Total Tattoo are also running the A3 flash

competition, and once again we are privileged to

have Al Pachanka as our judge. The winning artist

will be featured in Total Tattoo Magazine’s

prestigious Private View section, so we are looking

for something extra special this year. All entries

must be received at the Total Tattoo booth by 2pm

on the Sunday (then picked up at 6pm). Name and

studio on the back please, not the front! The

winner will be announced after Sunday’s Best of

Day tattoo competition.

Check the show website for timings and other

information: www.brightontattoo.com
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New studio: Misfits Tattoo Collective
Tattooist Tony Gallon and his partner Shelley are opening their new custom

studio, Misfits Tattoo Collective, a quality establishment for discerning

collectors. Offering thirty years of tattooing experience, the new studio is

situated in the heart of the seaside town of Paignton on the English Riviera.

Drop by and check it out if you're in town. 1 Torbay Road, Paignton, Devon,

TQ4 6AA, tel 07932 044694, email misfitstattoouk@gmail.com 

In an ideal world, tattoos in the workplace would not be an

issue. But it's not an ideal world, and they are. So you have a

couple of options: dig your heels in and head to court, or just

deal with it. If the latter is the way you want to go, then

TatJacket might be for you. These tattoo cover-up sleeves are

cool, lightweight, flexible and breathable. They also give you

UV protection (to help prevent your tattoos discolouring or

fading in the sunlight) so even if you're in an ink-friendly

environment, TatJacket can help your tattoos stay sharp and

vibrant. They come in various sizes and skin tones. Although

they're not currently on sale in shops in the UK, you can buy

them from www.tatjacket.com where you'll also find

details about other tattoo masking products.

New Marshall Headphones!

Never ones to be left standing, Marshall are straight out of

the blocks in 2015 with the announcement of a new

headphone. The Major II is a re-work of the classic Major.

With updated looks, improved ergonomics, and of course

souped-up sound quality, it's another object of desire from

this audio legend. As you might expect you can plug it into

your phone, and the mic also acts as a remote control. £100

will get you wired for sound and looking good. The Major II

will be available from www.marshallheadphones.com

Vu2Tattoo: 3D digital portfolio
It's becoming more and more unusual to come across a traditional printed
portfolio. Nowadays, you're either going to see an artist's work online or view
it on some kind of tablet at a convention. It's all about screens now. So why do
we limit ourselves to a two-dimensional image of a tattoo when we could see
it in three dimensions? Enter French company Vu2Tattoo. Three-dimensional
imagery is their thing, with hand-held scanners and some clever software. The
results are impressive, and particularly suitable for showing off any tattoo that
wraps around a limb. You can rotate the image, choose your preferred angle,
and zoom in to get the detail. We tried it out and it certainly seems to work,
though perhaps perfection has not quite been attained yet. Time will tell
whether this is change for change's sake, or a natural and useful progression.
We'll just have to wait and see. Take a look at www.facebook.com/vu2tattoo
or www.vu2tattoo.fr and have a play.
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RepTilia on the prowl 
If you're not familiar with the RepTilia Art Movement, here's a quick overview to get you up

to speed. It's a clothing brand made up of a 'family' of tattoo artists – including top names like

Max Pniewski, Chris Jones and Bez – and they all put their own individual styles of work on

to t-shirts. RepTilia are running their annual Guest Artist competition during March, so

whether you're a tattoo artist, an apprentice, a student or just a general art enthusiast, this is

your chance to get involved. The two winners will be picked by members of the RepTilia

family, and the winning designs will be released on limited edition RepTilia t-shirts later in the

year. If you think you have what it takes, get cracking. Your design must have no more than

three colours, and once it's finished you need to post it on the RepTilia facebook page:

www.facebook.com/ReptiliaArtMovement Not only will the winners get to see

their very own designs printed on a t-shirt, but they will also receive a sweet RepTilia care

package containing t-shirts, stickers, hat, etc. Check out the current designs on the Reptilia

website: www.reptiliaartmovement.bigcartel.com

HAVE WE GOT NEWS FOR YOU...
Let's not beat about the bush. The world of ink has been rocked by

some major breaking news. The Governor of Albany, New York, has made it

illegal to tattoo your dog! But this is not just an advance in canine rights.

Felines are also protected. “Get that needle away from my pussy,” one cat

owner was heard to shout. “This is animal abuse, pure and simple,” he told the

New York Daily News. Those who choose to flout the law could find

themselves facing a couple of weeks in jail or a sizeable fine. Bunnies beware...

Home tattoo kits strike again, this time in a lethal mix with copious

quantities of alcohol. Our hearts go out to the student who allowed her friends

to ink anything they wanted on her at a tattoo party. She woke the next

morning to find a squirting penis on her shoulder and the word Dyke on her

ankle. Two crap tattoos, both of them immediately regretted – but with minimal

regard for health and hygiene, if that was all she ended up getting she was lucky.

And on the other side of the world, it's good to know that Japanese

courts protect the rights of those with tattoos. It seems that while Osaka's

mayor Toru Hoshimoto thought it was somehow perfectly reasonable to

require all municipal workers with any ink to register themselves as tattooed

persons – no big deal, you'll only miss out on promotion or maybe even lose

your job – the District Court saw sense and deemed this outrageous idea to

be an invasion of privacy.

Vida Loca new shop!
Tattoo shops the size of broom cupboards are a thing of the
past. We are now in the era of the super-shop, and Vida Loca
has joined the fray. Their new studio has an art gallery, cafe,
piercing rooms, laser removal rooms, skate shop... oh, and of
course tattooing... and it's all on one floor. You can find them
in Bolton town centre, at 36 Bridge Street. Danny Watson, the
brains behind the venture, told us, “The idea was to create a
place that brought together the whole lifestyle of art and
tattooing. Somewhere that like-minded people can spend the
day and relax.” Sounds good to us. For more information,
head to www.vidaloca.co.uk
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LINKYS
Here is this month’s selection of web links, containing a wide range of tattoo snippets for you to

enjoy.  If you know of a good Linky that you think our readers would like, drop us a line to

editor@totaltattoo.co.uk putting Linkys as your subject.

Tattoo tots get tatted

www.youtube.com/watch?v=fYOHzRmrW7E

Grave Rubbings: Cap Coleman and Paul Rogers

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oVp69D-Z1fU

Tattoo Pattern by Zel Hand - Oink Farm tattoo shop

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Scg0ro2-sbY

Gabriel In The Dreamscape: Introduction

http://vimeo.com/115960680

Special offer!
Like cool stuff? From kustom to kitsch, Retro-

a-go-go keep on creating original products that

you just want. And they've done it again. Each

piece in their brand new collection of mirror

compacts is inspired by the creepy, colourful

and much-loved Halloween masks that were

popular in America from the 1950s through to

the 1970s. Choose from Vampira, the goddess

of horror and the original goth girl, Big Frank,

the king of the boneyard, Wolfie, everyone's

favourite hairy howler, El Diablo, the Crazy Cat

with nine lives, and of course ol' Witchy Poo,

always stirring up a wicked and toxic brew.

Normal price is $21.99 each, but Total Tattoo

readers can get the whole gang (all six!) for

just $99. Simply use code ‘CREEPY15’ when

you shop at www.retroagogo.com 

Better be quick! The offer expires 15 Feb 2015 

Vacancy at Madam Butterfly's
There's a vacancy for an experienced all-rounder at Madam Butterfly's Tattoo Parlour in

Hastings on the south coast. Established in 2001, the shop has built a great reputation. You

must have a good portfolio in a range of styles – and no L-plate! The position is part-time to

start, with full-time potential for the right person. Email Rebecca at

madambutterflys@mac.com
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With his high-profile celebrity
clients and television
appearances, Californian artist

Nikko Hurtado has become something of
a tattoo superstar in recent years. His
work has, quite simply, revolutionised
colour realism. Very few artists achieve
the same level of contrast and saturation
as he does, and his attention to detail is
legendary. Renowned for his portraiture,
Nikko is an artist who truly understands
how a tattoo should work. But all this
success doesn't come out of nowhere. We
first interviewed Nikko in 2008 (for Total
Tattoo Issue 50) and he was already a
world class artist then, but in the
intervening years he's relished the
challenge of constant learning and
creative progression. And he's a great
conversationalist too, as you'll see...

Nikko, since our last interview you've left Ignition and started
your own place, Black Anchor Collective. Isn't running a
business a big extra burden for an artist?
Yes it is. Jaime Schene, the former owner of Ignition, now works with
me at Black Anchor, as well as my brother Mat, plus Aric Taylor and
Carlos Rojas of course. It's a simple arrangement really. A collective,
as the name says. They are good people, responsible, and that
helps. They inspire me, pushing me hard and, I believe, making me
better too. Joanne, my wife, runs my appointments. Strictly one client
per day.

Interview: Travellin' Mick • Photos: Nikko Hurtado and Travellin' Mick  
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Meaning, you do a portrait every
day? 
Well, quite often I need multiple
sessions, even if it is just a portrait. I
take my time and often go over my
own work again, because only
double or even triple passes result in
perfection. Of course I explain this to
my clients in advance and usually
they are cool with it.   

You have become an incredibly
popular artist. You have nearly a
million followers on Instagram,
you're on television, you're
mixing in the celebrity world...
Does this affect your private life?
It's not so bad. I mean, if I go to
Disneyland with my family, there
might be people who recognise me,
but that's OK. After all, I put myself in
this situation. Nobody forced me to
go on TV. If someone sees my work
and enjoys it, I feel lucky and
appreciate it. They show respect, and
what could be better? A while back, I
had the paparazzi staking out my
house, but that was only because of
the person I'd tattooed – Cheryl Cole
(now Cheryl Fernandez-Versini). She
got some roses as a cover-up on her
behind. She was really proud of the
result. The bad tattoo she had prior
to that meant she could never wear a
bikini in public without being torn
apart in the press. But after I'd fixed
it, she wanted the world to see it.
After a few sessions I posted it on
Instagram and it went viral... She is
one of the toughest clients I have
ever had: two double sittings and
some laser removal!
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Any other celebrity stories you can share with us?
Recently there was this thing about the gold needles
you used on P Diddy? 
Yeah, but my entry ticket to the celebrity world was
tattooing a Nigerian-American rapper, Wale, who I did
Malcolm X portrait on. He wanted to hire me
exclusively for a while, and I told him how much that
would be and how difficult it would be to get me out of
my obligations... He just laughed and said “I am about
to change your life!” And he was true to his word. He
got me clients like Dr. Dre, Rick Ross, Drake, P Diddy.
Good people, and they treat me well.

It must be quite a different experience, working
with these celebrity rappers? 
These guys live in their own world, and I have had
situations where it became a bit awkward, working with
people who are used to getting everything they want.
But with mutual respect, it's never a problem. One thing,
I make it well-known beforehand that I can't do colour
work on darker skin. It just doesn't look as good as
black-and-grey work. This does cause some
disappointment, because often they want colour tattoos,
and I want to be able to do colour tattoos, but it's just a
reality, it doesn't work. You've got to be honest with your
client, and super professional. Explain the facts, so
there is no misunderstanding. You know, if someone
really wants something from me... Wale even put me in
one of his songs, with the words spoken by Jerry
Seinfeld! 

Looking back to our interview six years ago, what
do you think now about the pieces you were doing
then? 
[Laughs] I hate those pieces now. Man, if I think about
the choices I was making then... You know, many
tattooists get faster over the years, but I got slower.
There are lots of technical differences too. I  was using
coils before, which create a risk of overworking the
skin, and that kept me from doing the tattoos I wanted
to do. The new machinery with the rotaries allows me to
tattoo exactly what I see in my head. I am able to
execute what my mind can create.
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What do you use now? 
Stingrays for black-and-grey and the
Cheyenne system for the rest. I often
use round needles now, 3s, 5s and
15s, for shading and that allows me
to really build a tattoo, achieving
maximum saturation with less
trauma. I have a very precise
approach to inks too. I use over 40
ink cups at the same time, with
several different kinds of black even.
I don't blend colours, to avoid
muddying them. It's a science!   

Artistically speaking, what
defines the way you work?
Look at the Little Red Riding Hood
backpiece. It's almost finished now.
Just a few more sessions. It couldn't
have been done by anyone else – it
definitely doesn't look like it was
done by Jeff Gogué or Shige – but
you wouldn't believe how hard this
is. I have nobody telling me “this is
how you get it like that” or “this is
how you achieve that effect”. I am
making things up as I go along. I did
plan the overall composition of
course, but I deliberately left parts of
it open that I want to interpret when I
get there. Not just details, but whole
pieces of subject matter that need to
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be thought about and filled in. The
finished tattoo is in my head already;
I just need to discover it and bring it
to the surface. A lot of people grey-
line first, but I always want to avoid
that commitment. A backpiece can
easily take a year or two, and by the
time I get to the part that I outlined
back then, my own mind is different,
and I would do things differently,
better. Leaves me room to grow
along the way!

And where do you think your
creativity will take you next?
Bigger pieces. For me, that's
definitely one way to go. Right now I
am taking on a few larger black-and-
grey pieces, like sleeves. I got
inspired a lot by my recent visits to
Japan. In Japanese art, colour is often
used as an accent in a larger piece –
red flowers on a grey background
for instance. It really works! I would
like to adopt this Japanese
technique, but use it with the way
that I tattoo and paint, playing with
the contrast to create a dynamic
mood. 
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Would you consider trying to do an actual Japanese tattoo? 
No, no. It's good to understand about the flow of the body – which is
perfectly done in Japanese tattooing – but I want to do things my own way,
differently.

Do you ever get tired of doing celebrity portraits? 
I always try to recreate real life – the exact feeling or emotion the person
was expressing at a particular moment in time. That's what inspires me!
You have to pay attention to the details, and this requires intense study.
This is what has changed in my work, through painting from life, with an
actual model. I am really influenced by paintings. Everybody says “you've
got to create, you've got to be creative” but we are all influenced by those
old masters that we admire so much, Van Dyck, Rubens... and they often
just painted portraits. This is what drives me. I love movies too. I watch the
people in them, and I look for that exact right moment that I want to put
into a tattoo. There is so much detail in a face, so many muscles, the bone
underneath the skin, and how the skin hangs off it. Trying to recreate that
is very difficult, like expressing age and emotion by adding those details
together. But it makes me happy to do portraits. I love people! Everybody
is so different!

You must have incredible drawing skills... 
It's the knowledge and experience that I've gained over the years that
makes it possible. You have to make educated guesses according to your
anatomical know-how. Never tattoo what you can't draw! And the eyes are
crucial. You know, when you see a tattooist putting solid white into an
eyeball, the person in the portrait suddenly looks very stiff. In reality, your
eyeball is round and constantly moving, refocusing. So in a portrait you
need to blur the pupil a bit, which gives the illusion of movement and
therefore life. You also need contrast. That needs to be taken into account
too. I could go so deep into these details...



If you had to put it into one
sentence, how would you sum it
up?

I try to create the illusion that you are
looking at somebody. Not just a
picture.

You can contact Nikko at:  
Black Anchor Collective 
13567 1/2 Main Street
Hesperia, CA 92345
USA
Tel  +1 760  244-1800
nikkohurtado@gmail.com  
instagram.com/nikkohurtado
facebook.com/nikkohurtadofanpage 
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FLORENCE
TaTTOO CONvENTiON

This is a mega-sized convention, spread over
three days, with more than ten thousand
visitors coming through its doors. Despite its
scale, though, it boasts a comfortable,
hospitable atmosphere, with widely-spaced
aisles, affordable prices and a general mood
of fun. It's organised by a dedicated group of
artists and travel enthusiasts who have been
friends for years, and their original idea was
to create a simple artistic forum, an annual
encounter of the traditional and the
contemporary. But this initial concept has
gradually evolved into something very
different and very much bigger: Italy's
largest tattoo convention.

Visitor numbers have grown dramatically
each year, and there is now a long waiting
list of artists wanting to work this
convention, but thankfully
commercialisation has not taken over. There
are strict selection criteria for both tattooists
and merchandise stalls, and the organisers
put a lot of energy into thinking about how
to promote an overall ethos of creativity.
Significant amounts of precious floor space
are given over to traditional hand tattooing,
and another recurring theme is the respect
paid to the older veterans of the Italian tattoo
scene. Additional enjoyment is provided by
the art gallery zones that divide up the huge

hall, and there is also a varied program of
free lectures and seminars on offer.

The entertainment provides something for
everyone too. You won't find the ubiquitous
burlesque on this stage, or a gory freak show
designed to shock gentler souls or those of a
nervous disposition. Instead, various non-
mainstream performers alternate with DJs
and rock bands, and the entertainment area is
well separated from the tattooists' booths so
that even the loudest acts aren't a
disturbance. The spacious aisles (that had
looked absurdly wide and empty before the
show opened) were full of happy and
beautiful people, especially on the Saturday
and Sunday, and this mood of excitement
and novelty carried on well into the night,
with several bars providing the necessary
fuel for many hours of partying.

To get a flavour of just what this show means
to the visiting tattooists, I took time out to
chat with a couple of German artists I know
well – Miroslav Tomas, owner of Tomas
Tattoo, and Steffi Eff of Utgard Tattoo.

Bosnian-born Miroslav, a black and grey
specialist, has become one of the most
respected and well-liked figures on the
German tattoo scene. This was his first time

Autumn is a lovely time to visit Tuscany, and the Fortezza da Basso, a
16th century fortress in the heart of Florence, makes a very picturesque
venue for this convention. With nearly four hundred artists, an
ambitious entertainment program and an enormous number of visitors
who return year after year, this has now become a world class tattoo
meeting. And the fact that Florence is one of the most renowned and
beautiful cities in the history of Western art makes the trip even more
worthwhile.

1.

2.

3.
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1. interesting body painting 

concept 

2. by roberto, 

pleasure of pain (italy)

3. the massive queue



4.

7.

5.
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6.

8.



4. by vittorio mustacchio, boss hog tattoo (italy)

5. master shige working

6. by claudio comite, little star tattoo (italy)

7. the overlap project (collaborative designs)

8. by dr pepper (greece)

9. by debora cherrys (spain) 

10.brent mccown and kai uwe faust tattooing colin dale

11.by inyan, gypsy caravan tattoo society (italy)

12.by lorenzo loreprod anzini (italy)

13.by santos (italy) - no other details known

14.by paolo gnocchi, aseptic tattoo (italy)

at the Florence convention, and he was obviously enjoying his stay in the Tuscan art capital. “You
know that feeling you get on the last day of a convention, when you can't wait for it to be finished,
so you can just get home? Well I haven't felt that here! I don't want this convention to end. I
wouldn't mind coming back here every day, it's so much fun!” he told me. I asked him about the
sketching competition, won by Italian artist Mojo, in which competitors were required to finish a
drawing in just twenty five minutes. I was curious to know what interested him about this. “I like
to draw fast,” he told me. “Speed lets you discover your own deficiencies. If you take your time
sketching something, habit and routine take over and the result is boring and predictable. There is
just one thing I would change about the competition though. I had thought we were going to be
given a theme on the day, but it turned out everybody could do whatever they wanted which
unfortunately meant that some of the competitors simply did a drawing they had practices
beforehand. Hopefully the organisers will do it differently next year.”  

Since achieving her breakthrough in a tattoo talent contest a couple of years ago, professionally
trained airbrush artist Steffi Eff has become one of the most sought-after proponents of realism in
Berlin (a city in which there is no shortage of great tattooists). She enjoys working at conventions
and we seem to bump into each other in exotic locations all over the world. “Yes, I travel a lot,”
Steffi tells me, “sometimes with Frank, my boss at Utgard, but often on my own. Recently I've
been to Moscow, Istanbul, Rome and China, and in February I will be off to New Zealand. I like to
meet people, experience different cultures, see new scenes I am not familiar with... It's so
rewarding to watch all those famous artists you've only seen in magazines or on the internet, look
over their shoulders, maybe even exchange knowledge with them. One thing I've learned is that
we're all the same!” I asked Steffi what memories and impressions she would take home with her
from Florence. “This event is truly beautiful. It's well organised and nicely laid out. Despite its

9.

10. 11. 12.

13.
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15. modelling for michael hussar, painter

16. by simone mutti, 

dynamite colors (italy) 

17 & 18. by andrea lanzi, antikorpo (italy)

19. michael hussar, painting guru 

20. by ueo tattoo (italy)

21. by vincent, bloodline tattoo (italy)

22. by hayner, 

inkorporation tattoo (brazil)

23. by roberto, pleasure of pain (italy)

24. by paolo gnocchi (italy) 

15.

17.

16.

19.

vast size, the atmosphere is great, like a
big family. The organisers have done a
wonderful job! I've been working a lot
here too, mostly on American customers.
And tomorrow I will have some time to
explore the city, something I always try to
do when I travel.” 

At the Florence convention, artists and
visitors alike were treated with
friendliness, courteous efficiency and
attention to detail. In other words,
everyone was made to feel like a welcome
guest, something that can't always be
taken for granted at tattoo conventions
nowadays. It seemed like we really were
living La Dolce Vita!

18.
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32. 26.25.

27.

25.by alessandro (italy) - no other details known

26.by marco wallace (italy)

27.by simone mutti, dynamite colors (italy)

28.by christopher, slap sin (italy)

29.by giuseppe presta, on the road 

28. 29.
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The Chinese fell in love with the ornate bloom of the peony; for them it symbolised riches and honour. The
Japanese Ukiyo-e artists of the Edo period (1600-1868) were also moved by its beauty, and from their intricate
woodblock prints came the inspiration for the first tattoo art. Influenced by the work of artists such as Kuniyoshi
(1797-1861) – whose classic 'Heroes of the Suikoden' series contains many tattooed characters – the peony
became one of the fundamental images of Japanese tattooing. Its meaning was reinterpreted to suggest a
more masculine attitude to suit the young men who wore those early tattoos (men such as the firefighters who
were said to strip off their shirts to reveal their tattoos before fighting the blaze). 

In tattooing, the traditional colour of the peony is red. This links it to the colour of fresh blood, and the 'circle of
the sun' that features on the Japanese flag (the Hinomaru). Making its way around the globe, featuring in
countless Japanese-style tattoos, the flower has taken on myriad colours. Traditional meanings have been lost
in translation, or perhaps just reinterpreted. 

One prominent tattooist who has a passion for peonies is Rodrigo Souto of Black Garden in London. His love
affair with the flower has led him to concentrate his energies into taking his own personal interpretation to the
next level. “The peony is nothing new. Every tattooist who works in the Japanese style does them. People were
always asking me for them, so I decided to study them in greater depth, and introduce realistic elements into
my drawings. As I tattooed more of them, and put the images out there, the momentum just started to build
and more people wanted them.”

The peony flower is an image familiar to anyone studying
Asian art. In both Chinese and Japanese culture its
symbolism spans the centuries. Known as the
King of Flowers, when it's in full bloom few
would dispute its right to the throne, and
its astounding beauty means it continues
to hold a fascination for artists around
the world – among them Rodrigo Souto,
who has recently published an
inspiring book on the subject.

Peonies
The King of Flowers

Words by James Sandercock• Pictures by Rodrigo Souto
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“I carried on drawing, and in the end I
had so many different flower drawings
my friends said ‘Why don’t you do a
book?’ I decided to go for it, and I
started to draw even more flowers
specifically for that project. There are
around fifty peonies in the book and I try
to explore all the different ways that you
can draw the flower. I’m not saying that
this is the right way... but it’s the way that
I do it.” The book has been very well
received. “At the London convention I
had some amazing artists come to buy it.
I felt like, 'Really, do you need this?' It
was amazing.” And since the publication
of that first book, Rodrigo has continued
to refine his ideas by completing another
fifty flowers. 

When it comes to tattooing, it’s the way
that Rodrigo fits the peony on to the
client’s body that makes his work stand
out from the crowd (and has garnered
him so much positive feedback). It’s not
just the space filled by the flower, but
also the shape that it creates. “Because I
have drawn them again and again and
again,” he tells me, “I can now draw
them on freehand. That has made a
major difference. It’s allowed me to
really get them to flow with the body
shape.”

Across cultures and continents the peony
has captured the hearts and minds of
generations. It's inspired artists from the
Ch’ing Dynasty to the French
Renaissance, it's been used by healers
and cooks, and it's acquired many
symbolic meanings. But first and foremost
it’s an ornamental flower of great beauty
that you can grow in your own back
garden... 

Peonies: Drawn by Rodrigo Souto
Available from:
www.blackgardentattoo.bigcartel.com
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Tattoo Workshop is in Brighton, surely one of the most tattooed cities in the UK. It's near
the railway station and easy to find, but it's off the main drag so you're probably not

going to stumble upon it by chance. Stewart Francis opened the studio in 2011 when, after
years of searching for the right premises, he found an old, empty garage just crying out for
a new lease of life. And the garage itself was of course the inspiration for Tattoo
Workshop's branding, based on the iconic and much-loved Haynes Manuals.

What strikes you about Tattoo Workshop,

apart from its unique location, is how

approachable the team are. You are

welcomed with smiles and offers of tea

from Ariella the shop manager. You can

hear the buzz of the machines, the chit

chat and the music (Radio 2 on a

Saturday!) and you immediately feel at

ease.

I speak to Stewart first. Opening the

Workshop was a natural next step in his

career after seven years tattooing at

Angelic Hell (also in Brighton). It did

mean, however, that he had to become

more disciplined... with no more water

fights! Stewart is happy to take on all

tattoo styles, and whilst some might say

'Jack of all trades, master of none', he is a

master and a real artist. “My first

'tattoo' experience was actually when I

was just thirteen”, he tells me. “My

sister drew a nude pin-up on my

forearm and I remember proudly riding

home on my BMX through a notorious

Brighton estate with my sleeves rolled

up high. I thought I was the dog’s

bollocks! I walked into a real tattoo

Words by Emma Whittiker

Pictures by Tattoo Workshop
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From Left to Right: Gary, Kate, Ariella, Jed, Stewart, Les
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studio for the first time in the summer of

1990. It seemed only right that it should be

Gary White’s place in central Brighton. I

needed to look the part, so I helped myself

to all of my brother's gold jewellery and his

smartest white shirt. I got 'England'

tattooed on my forearm and to this day my

biggest tattoo regret is not being able to

afford the bulldog that should have been

tattooed above it...” 

So how did Stewart become a tattooist? “I

just did as much research as I could,

regularly writing in to The Tattoo Club Of

Great Britain for advice. After years at

design school, furniture building and

general craft work I started tattooing in

2000. I must have tattooed every friend I

had back then. Some of them are still

friends today.” Stewart has always been a

craftsman at heart, working with all kinds

of materials – wood, ceramics, metal,

cornflake packets... “I hope one day to get

back into my crafty roots, but right now I'm

enjoying being a tattooist. I work alongside

my friends, and they're all incredibly

talented artists, even if they do moan

about my choice of music. This job

constantly keeps you on your toes

artistically, but I stick to the basic rules of

tattooing. Composition, simplicity and flow

are the key features of a successful tattoo.

I feel it's this, amongst other things, that

has given my work its direction.”

Jed has been with Stewart at Tattoo

Workshop since the off. He spent the

early years of his career in street shops,

working long days turning out flash walk-

ins on queues of pissed-up holiday-

makers. “I found tattooing by the seaside

to be a really seasonal trade back then,

though that probably had more to do

with the type of shop I was working in.

You just had to get everything

streamlined, with as many tattoos done

as quickly as possible in order to make

enough money before the summer

ended. But that's how I discovered my

love for traditional tattooing. A lot of my

early influences came from the flash in
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the shop. I got a lot out of Scott Sylvia, a 2001 Seth Ciferri set, then a bit later Dan

Higgs. I knew of him from Lungfish, but I had no idea that he was a tattooer, or how

influential a tattooer he had been. We had some great flash back then. But we had

some really terrible flash too, and it used to frustrate the hell out of me that no one

ever wanted to get the good stuff! Still, each piece I did was an opportunity to cement

the skills I was learning.”

Jed tells me more about where his inspiration comes from. “I'm inspired by cinema –

mostly B-movies, horror films, and films with monkeys in them – and the shitty DVDs

you find in pound shops. They fuel my imagination pretty well, as does the visionary

work of Lloyd Kaufman. Junk food for the mind. I read a lot of speculative fiction and

science fiction, and visually I dig the graphic styles of Jim Phillips, Pushead and

Frank Kozik. I would like to paint more. I miss painting and making flash, and I’d like

to get back to my roots a bit with that. My wife and I had a baby at the beginning of

2014 and since then I’ve not had a spare moment. Hopefully, as things level out a bit,

I’ll get painting again. Other than that, I’ll just keep striving to perfect that magic

formula for boiling an image down to its most direct, elegant form.”
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Les is the black and grey artist in the

shop. He's been at Tattoo Workshop

less than a year, but he already feels

at home here. Like all the artists, he's

inspired by the friendly creative

atmosphere and enjoys the

camaraderie that's shared between

many of the Brighton studios. “I did my

first tattoo at the age of nineteen. A

friend of mine arranged for this guy,

Chid, to visit me in Stoke. He told me,

'If you tattoo yourself, I'll teach you. If

not, I won't!' So I did! I tattooed a

scribble on my inner calf, which I

quickly turned into a stick man and

stick woman holding hands. He had a

willy and she had boobies. After that I

bought a box of old machines, stencils,

etc, from a guy who ran one of the

local pubs. He did me a deal. A

hundred and fifty pounds for the lot,

plus a piece of free advice: 'Never

tattoo women'. I smiled politely and got

the hell out of there! Chid and I

reconditioned one of the machines. It

wasn't an ideal start but it got the ball

rolling.”
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“I moved to Bristol to find myself a position

in a shop,” Les continues, “which I naively

thought would be easy. My interview

involved tattooing my mate, but the owner

didn't watch me do the whole tattoo. He

just said, 'OK, see you Monday'. Later I

moved to Kent and started working with

Justin Nacey who showed me how to

make needles better. He was a cool

machine genius. He re-tuned my

machines and took me to buy my first high

quality one from Deluxe Tattoo Supplies. I

was so stoked!”

“I'm in the process of getting my body

suit tattooed by Stewart Robson of

Modern Classic and Frith Street,” Les

tells me. “Watching him work is a big

learning curve. It's really opened my

eyes to the flow and composition of

tattooing on a grand scale, especially

considering the large amount of cover-

ups involved in my suit. Stewart

Francis also continues to be a major

influence in the progression of my

work. I enjoy figurative subjects,

especially skulls – but hey, who

doesn't like a skull!”
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Next, I get to chat with lovely, mega-busy

Kate Mackay-Gill. With over 23,000

followers on Instagram, she is a big fan of

social media and uses it to promote her

work all around the world. Kate begins by

telling me how she first got into tattoos. "I

was fifteen, and I only got tattooed out of

morbid curiosity. Sitting in that smoky

waiting room, next to a canned peanut

machine - now that's something the

Workshop is lacking! - and getting a

crappy tattoo for a stonking twenty quid... I

never thought for a moment that this was

a viable career option." So how did the

idea of becoming a tattooist first emerge?

"After getting a few more brutally bad

underage tattoos, I had enough cocky

teenager angst to decide that I could do

just as good a job! So I just started

chipping away on myself with home-made

equipment... 'til I was old enough to go get

some nicer stuff instead..." To cut a long

story short, Kate then decided to

concentrate on her drawing, and this is

what eventually brought her into the

profession. She tells me, "At that time I

had no concept of what a custom tattoo

shop was (I figured that if it wasn't on the

wall you had to bring your own!) but I met

some lovely people who obviously saw

something in my work that I didn't, and

although it took years of encouragement,

in between all the crap jobs in the world, I

did pick up a tattoo machine and get there

eventually!"

That was six years ago, and the last three

years have been spent happily working at

Tattoo Workshop, with colleagues Kate

regards more as friends. "If you can't rip it

out of each other at work, who can you

tease? We all work differently, so we don't

cannibalise each other's stuff, and there is
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always something cool to look at. The

music choices are a little hairy sometimes,

but you can't have everything! Genuinely, I

have been so lucky. In fact I think a good

deal more than half of everything I've ever

done is luck, and I've had so much

support and love back from my customers

and friends. Tattooing is the hardest thing

I've ever done, and there is never a week I

don't end up in tears, but I wouldn't swap it

for anything else."

When she's not tattooing, Kate loves to

forage, take her dog for walks and draw,

draw, draw. Her style is clearly influenced

by her love of nature, with animals

featuring heavily in her portfolio. She

describes her personal settings as 'Draw

Sleep Panic Tattoo' and tells me, "The

biggest weight is the sheer amount of

drawing and research. I dream of having a

day or an evening when I am not multi-

tasking. I think it makes me a crappy

partner and a shoddy friend, because it's

all-consuming and I feel like my whole life

is made of scary deadlines. Much as I

need to strive to improve my work, I

reeeeally need to learn about balance. If I

could get my drawing time down, so it's

equal parts work and running around in

the woods with the dog, or in the kitchen

with the radio on making marmalade, I

would be the happiest lady ever!"

Finally, I get to meet Gary and it's a real pleasure to have a

conversation with him. He's happy to chat enthusiastically

about anything and everything, and we spend a lot of time

discussing the pros and cons of the internet, bedroom

tattooing and working in Brighton. Kate describes his work

as “maths”; it's very geometric and decorative, with clear

Asian influences (especially India, which is where he is just

about to jet off to...)  “I first stepped into tattooing by making

hand-poked tattoos for myself and my friends. I had been

shown the basics, and through a very DIY process of

making my own needles and trial-and-error I found my way.

What I loved, and still do, is the sense of timelessness in

hand tattooing, and its connection to primitive roots. In our

loud, fast-paced world, making tattoos without a machine

can be a meditative process and a reminder of a slower

way of being. It's an antidote to the glitzy, shiny side of the

tattoo industry and all its products. That said, I do now

enjoy machine tattooing too. I tend to use the hand method

solely for the areas it’s especially suited to.”
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“I’ve been at Tattoo Workshop for nearly

three years and I feel very blessed to be

part of such a lovely family. We all have

very different styles, and I think that's one

of the elements that really makes the

shop. It's an inspiring environment, both

for us and for our clients. I work mostly in

black and grey, as that’s the tattoo

aesthetic I'm drawn to, but I'm always

trying to grow and explore creatively, so I

may find myself going in a completely

different direction in the future. Though

I've always been attracted to Eastern art,

recently I've enjoyed making little

landscapes inspired by old etchings and

my love of the traditional English

countryside. They're very twee and slightly

chocolate boxy, and they show me up for

the country boy that I am. Thoroughly un-

rock 'n' roll!”

The guys at Tattoo Workshop are a great

team and, in Jed's words, there's a lot of

healthy cross-pollination going on. They

clearly admire each other’s work (and if

they're too busy to check it out there and

then, there's always Instagram...)

Customers come in, come back, and

collect tattoos by all the artists here –

testament to the fact that the shop really

does function as a whole unit. And this

was a fun interview to do. It felt like a good

night out with a group of new friends. 

Tattoo Workshop

42 Providence Place, 

Hove, 

Brighton, 

East Sussex BN1 4GE

01273 692695

www.tattooworkshop.co.uk

www.facebook.com/tattooworkshopuk
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Who is Lauren Brock ?

I am a 22 year old, Welsh, part-time model

and devoted mother to a gorgeous son.

What led you to start getting

tattooed?

I was very much into my art when I was at

school. I had a strong creative calling from

very early on in my life and it's stayed with

me as I've grown up. My love of art soon

manifested itself as an interest in tattoos, and

I started getting tattooed as soon as I left

school. And of course it's highly addictive!

The thing with tattoos is that there are new

artists and new designs constantly coming

through... so the choice is only growing!

How has being a tattooed women

changed your life?

It's hard to say really. I've been tattooed for

most of my adult life, so there is no way to

compare how it would have been without

tattoos. I do get recognised on the street,

however, and that is still quite a strange thing.

If you think about it, having people know

who you are – when you've never met them

– is really bizarre. Actually it's the doors that

have opened because of my modelling that

have changed my life. Who knows what I

would have been doing if I hadn't been doing

that. I get to work with some awesome

people and go to some great places.

What do you like to do when not

modelling?

Spending time with the important people in

my life is the thing I love to do most. My son

and my friends mean so much to me. I also

like to maintain my interest in art – and it's

not all tattoos. When I'm in London, I always

try to take in a few galleries and see what's

going on.

If you could choose three people

(alive or dead) to have dinner with,

who would they be?

Now this a really tough question to answer!

The first to come round for dinner would be

the actor Ryan Gosling as he is just drop

dead gorgeous. My second dinner guest

would have to be my favourite comedian, Jim

Carey. The guy is a comic genius and he has

me in stitches. I'm a massive fan of his films.

Last but by no means least, maybe a top

tattoo artist like Guy Aitchison? It would be

great to discuss tattoo art and get a cheeky

tattoo at the same time! I always enjoy

chatting with tattoo artists and learning

about what has influenced their style. That's

the artistic streak in me coming through.

What makes you happy?

The simple things make me happy. I'm not

materialistic and I've never really had money.

My family and my friends are my world.

Partying, going to gigs... these are the things I

love. And my cat... and beautiful sunny days...

and going out for long walks. Modelling kinda

came along with the tattoos, and both of

those things have helped define me as a

person. A great shoot is always satisfying, and

I do enjoy getting new ink.

And what makes you sad? 

Losing people I love makes me sad and it can

really scare me too, even if it's just a broken

friendship. I have lost a few friends since I've

started modelling because some people just

don’t agree with it. On the other

hand, I have met some

amazing people on my

journey... Creatives,

artists, other

models.

What comes next for you, when

you're finished with modelling?

I'm not sure to be honest. I haven’t really

thought that far ahead! I do tend to take

each day as it comes, and I'm happy with

things at the moment. Maybe exploring other

artistic avenues? I wouldn’t say no to getting

back into my art again. Who knows, maybe I’ll

become a tattoo artist! [laughs]A lot of

people have asked me about travelling, and of

course I'd love to go abroad and see what

opportunities there are, but I'd need to think

about my son first and foremost as he is part

of me.

What have you got planned for the

next twelve months?

I have decided that 2015 is going to be more

about me and my son. I'm still going to do

some modelling, but my priorities will be

different. Who knows what opportunities will

come my way, but one thing's certain: it's

very important for me to maintain my

identity as a mother and as an individual.

Photos and interview by Marc Hayden
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and set up a direct debit for £10.50 per quarter 
(£42 per year) and receive 12 issues delivered to 
your door 

Option 2 (UK and overseas residents)
Subscribe securely online at www.totaltattoo.co.uk
and receive 12 issue delivered direct to your door for a 
reduced rate of £46.20 (UK)
Europe £88 • Rest of World £112

• FREE Total Tattoo Mug

• Save money on the cover price

• Free delivery to your door 

• Read it before it reaches the shops
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cherub, skin kandi tattoo

billy hay, bath street tattoo collective

canyon webb, off the map tattoo (usa)

mark storey, gold ink tattoo
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anto rose, spilled ink tattoo
(ireland)

viktor meyer, viktor tattoo (germany)

aron cowles, 
a fine tattoo establishment

john parker, southsea tattoo co

boris, boris tattoo (austria)
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dimitri hk tattoo (france)

jime litwalk, ascension tattoo (usa) paul terry, skin kandi

slick nick, 25 to life (holland)
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gakkin, harizanmai tattoo (japan) yamico moreno (costa rica)
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luca ortis



chris jones, physical graffiti

theo zinas, biodelic art tattoo (switzerland)

tony klett, urban art tattoo
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lewis mckechnie, mr greg tattoo
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patrick mcfarlane, 
the black freighter tattoo co

carlos torres (usa)

mike cann, mike cann tattoo (usa) arran burton, cosmic tattoo johnny gage, flaming art tattoo
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adrian finsterkram, 
die buntmacherei tattoo
(austria)

mike boyd, the circle

mike wall, cult classic tattoo

kris olsen, olsen tattoo (australia)



ricardo pedro, modern body art

jay sabella,
eagles dare tattoo

max pniewski
southmead tattoo
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josh peacock, legacy ink

teide, seven doors



pepa heller, bohemian tattoo arts (new zealand)

nick whybrow, 
Jayne doe tattoo dawnii, painted lady tattoo parlour
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xam, seven doors george crewe, studio 52

david benjamin kaye, skinks tattoo lounge (new zealand)



razor, modern savage
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joe spaven, scarlet rose tattoo
david koenig, 
tenth sanctum tattoo (usa)
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kay eliza, human canvas

jason frazier

hannah novak, 
die buntmacherei tattoo
(austria)

matt deverson, progression tattoo (australia)
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georg moser, die buntmacherei tattoo
(austria)

shennaki, tribal trading (holland)

paul talbot, the modern electric tattoo company
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soeren sangkul, 
the orange maple gallery (switzerland)

soeren sangkul, 
the orange maple gallery

(switzerland)

soeren sangkul, 
the orange maple gallery

(switzerland)
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When it comes to the painterly style of tattooing, and
the liberation of colour from line that was Eastern
Europe's gift to the world, Mark Bester is surely

one of the UK’s finest home grown talents. A relatively late
starter at the age of 32, he's been tattooing for just eight
years now, having had a successful earlier career in
engineering. Some might say these are polar opposites, but
Mark's love for tattooing was always very much there,
inherited from his father.

Interview James Sandercock • Pictures Mark Bester
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“I grew up with my family in the Midlands,”
Mark tells me, “and I had a good childhood in
a loving family. My Mum's still my best mate.
My Dad, back in the day, would have been
considered as heavily tattooed. He'd had his
hands done, which was not so common. I
constantly looked at his tattoos, and I now
have similar ones to his. I was under age when
I started to get tattooed”, which Mark hastens
to add is not something he would recommend,
“and my first tattoos are all either covered up
or have been lasered off.”

When it came to school, there were two things
Mark was good at: Art and Technical Studies.
He went on to study Engineering and
embarked on his first career, and tattooing and
being tattooed took a back seat... until the birth
of his first son. “I wanted to get his name
tattooed on me,” Mark recalls, “and the
addiction just kicked back in.” Mark then
started to tattoo and realised this was

something he could make a second career out of. “I'd always wanted to do something
'different',” he tells me. “To be somebody who had a different style of life. Not just a nine-to-
five type of existence.”

With his love of painting, it’s hardly surprising that Mark was drawn to the painterly style of
tattooing. “Fundamentally I have always been a painter, not a sketcher. Straight away, I was
influenced by Kamil and the other Polish artists. Early on, I took myself off to London to be
tattooed by them, which I found invaluable. And from that point it took me about three years
to pin down my own style. It's always been important to me to have my own style. I know it's
not important to everyone, but it is to me. Those people are still my idols, but to be in a
position where I now work with them is amazing. I could not ask for any more. I know I will
keep progressing because they keep progressing. I am only eight years into this. There is so
much more I have to learn.”
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Talking about style, it’s not uncommon for
painterly tattooing to be talked about in the
same sentence as realism. Although the
two disciplines may have some elements in
common, Mark is not entirely happy about
them being linked. “I have made no secret
about how I feel regarding photo realism.
It can look stunning, but it’s too tedious
for me. The painterly style can be as loose
as you want it to be. It allows you far more
freedom. I like to see texture. It becomes
more about capturing the feel of
something.” 
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It's only really in the last few years that Mark's chosen style has come of age in the UK. In the
early days it was misunderstood and attracted a fair amount of criticism, and it still does have its
critics. Mark has certainly grown as an artist during this time, but I wondered if he struggled at
first. “I was working in a shop, trying things, and more experienced artist were telling me 'No, you
can't do that'. The idea of working without line, only eight years ago, was totally alien for those
guys. Now it’s developed into a style where there are no rules. Sometimes I use lines and
sometimes I don’t. Nobody can tell me what's right or wrong. It’s my thing and that’s what I
enjoy!”
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I think it's fair to say that Mark Bester has lived two lives: BT and AT (Before
Tattooing and After Tattooing). The contrast is dramatic. “I enjoyed my years
in engineering, but I never thought I could have this lifestyle. The people I
have met, the places I have been to, my clients... everything is amazing. Eight
years in and I’m still really hungry for it. But it's an absorbing job, and you do
need to make time for family. That's a hard balance to find. There is a price to
pay. I now try to get the kids involved, to find a better balance. They come to
some conventions, and I have taken my son abroad. Recently I went to one of
his parent-teacher meetings. He had written a piece about famous people, and
in one paragraph he wrote, 'My favourite famous person is my dad because he
is known all over the world for his wildlife tattoos.' That brought a tear to my
eye. It's fantastic that he thinks that, and looks up to me for what I do. I will
sculpt the best future for my kids. At the end of the day you are only here
once. There is no second chance. You've got to take your opportunities. That’s
an important lesson for them to learn and that’s the challenge with this life.”
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With so much of Mark's influence and
inspiration coming from Polish artists, it
certainly doesn't come as a shock to learn that
in 2015 he is planning to spend more time in
the country that has shaped his work. “I will be
guest spotting over there this year. Poland is
just packed full of great tattooists and painters.
There must be something in the water, because
they have just got it. So many great guys who
you will probably never hear about, and they
keep popping up every day. It's amazing. I
can’t wait to rub shoulders with them.”

Marked for Life
706 Yarm Road, Eaglescliffe, Stockton,
Teesside
01642 205331
www.marked-for-life.com
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Our showcase for paintings, drawings and design work by the most creative tattooists on the
planet.  This month David Koenig, Tenth Sanctum Tattoo, 1010 South 10th St,
Omaha, Nebraska USA. If you would like us to consider your work, please send examples to:
Private View, Total Tattoo Magazine, 111 Furze Road, Norwich, NR7 0AU, UKPRIVATE VIEW
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Patrick, tell us how you fell in love with painting...
I've always loved art, but at the age of thirteen everything suddenly clicked into place
when I picked up The Savage Sword of Conan (Issue #4). The oil painting on the
cover by Boris Vallejo was a revelation to me, as were the Frank Frazetta paintings for
the Warren magazines around the same time. My own passion for oil painting started
when I became a commercial illustrator. Acrylics were fun, but around eight years into
my career I tried oils over a small portion of an acrylic painting and it was like ripping
off a straitjacket! From that point on, it was a full-blown love affair.

Why fantasy and science fiction?
The fantasy and SF genres gave me the chance not only to be imaginative, but also to
paint flesh and figures in the style of the old masters. When the UK publishing houses
stopped using original art on their covers I started painting art for advertising
agencies. Every time I had to paint a guy wearing a suit my heart sank a little, but I
needed the work and I feared being unemployed. Then one day I just stopped being
fearful and walked away from it all to paint fantasy art again. I never looked back.

By James Sandercock 
Pictures by Patrick J Jones

Patrick J Jones is an award-winning sci-fi and fantasy artist.
His work is collected and published worldwide and his client
list includes Disney, Lucasfilm and Roc books. He grew up in
Belfast during the worst of the 'troubles', where he found
creative sanctuary up on the rooftops of the city, spending
long days drawing, dreaming of becoming an artist and
listening to the din of the riots in the streets below. A spell in
the Merchant Navy was followed by a move to London,
where he spent fifteen years working as an illustrator before
travelling the world once more. Today Patrick works as an
art teacher and lives in Australia with his wife, Cathy, and
their two dogs.



   
    

When you joined the Merchant
Navy, was that a kind of escape?
Absolutely. I grew up in a time and place
where you basically followed in the
family trade. My father was a plasterer
and from the age of fifteen I worked with
him during the summer holidays. At
sixteen he employed me full-time. He was
doing what he considered best for me,
and I understood that, but I was dying of
despair. At seventeen I hit on the crazy
notion of joining the Merchant Navy. At
sea I found plenty of down time to draw,
and on my first return trip home I bought
an airbrush and compressor and worked
as a freelance artist while waiting for the
next ship. So joining the Merchant Navy
was an odd sideways move into an art
career, but it was a good one.
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Are you totally self-taught?
In the academic sense, yes, but I didn't learn in the dark. Belfast
was in a depressed state when I was growing up, but the City
Library was magnificent and I spend an unbelievable amount of
time there studying books on artists and art techniques. Seeing
how little time students put aside to study these days makes me
grateful that Facebook didn't exist back then...

In your opinion, what are the essential elements that
bring a painting to life?
Passion, atmosphere, and... probably the most important... truth.
And when I say 'truth', I mean it in the way that method actors
talk about it. I want my work to engage and feel like a real
moment in imaginary time. That's why I hire actors and life models
to pose. They understand emotion. The most critical thing is that
they understand the story behind the painting, and their motive in
the scene, which is why I act it out for them first.

Your colour palettes are fantastic. 
How did you develop them?
Thank you for saying that. It's great to hear, because
understanding and controlling colour was one of my hardest
battles. In the early years I learned the importance of placing
complementary colours next to each other to create the kind of
high octane art that the advertising companies loved. But on my
return to fantasy painting my colour palette matured to include
subdued analogous tones. The colours are still complementary,
but the chroma and midtones are closer in strength. So the
colours aren't fighting each other for attention and the art has 
a more realistic and poetic atmosphere.
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How do you feel about the digital
revolution? Is there a risk of traditional
skills being lost?
Artists working in traditional ways are in the
minority now, and it's an arena that continues to
diminish. Just one look at the pages of Spectrum,
the annual 'Best Of' publication for fantasy and
SF art, will show you the trend. Personally I'm
OK with this change because I can paint
digitally too, and digital art can be incredible,
but the art that I'm still drawn to most is
traditional. That said, the yearly IlluXCon event
(on which the paintings in my techniques book
are based) attracts traditional artists from across
the world. The showcase tables sell within
minutes, proving that there is a new generation
of traditional artists, with fantastic skills, waiting
in the wings.

How important is teaching to you?
Teaching is a tough profession. Tougher than I'd
anticipated. The upside is that most of the kids
are great and I learn as much from them as they
do from me. The downside is that it can be
emotionally draining. Each and every day, I'm
made aware of the fragility of human feelings
and I'm constantly reminded how important my
advice might be. The first time a kid told me that
I'd changed their life it actually filled me with
fear – because until that moment I hadn't really
understood the true significance of my job as a
teacher. And, at the end of the day, teaching art
has also made me a better artist. If I can inspire
just one kid out of a hundred to escape, as I did,
into a world where they feel they really belong,
then it's been worth it.

Thank you so much for your time, Patrick.
Thanks, it's been a pleasure.

www.pjartworks.com
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Over the past eleven years the East Coast
Expo has successfully created an identity as
one of the friendliest conventions, for both
artists and punters alike. It is very much the
end-of-season party show and every year a
different theme is chosen. Last year it was
Country and Western, and this year it was
Hawaiian – grass skirts, palm trees, coconuts
and all.

The show is now firmly established at
Highfields Grange holiday park, in Clacton-
on-Sea, Essex, a caravan site with a large
purpose built clubhouse and ballroom,
complete with dance floor and bar. This
housed most of the working artists, the
remainder being accommodated in a second
large room. In all there were about ninety
artists there, many of whom return year after
year to soak up the party atmosphere.

I made it down for the day on the Sunday
and it was a whirlwind from the off. I barely
had time to find my bearings before the
competitions began. For the next four hours
or so, I was snapping until my camera
literally overheated and started to shut down.
I was averaging more than 200 shots an
hour! As you can tell, the competitions are a
big draw of the East Coast Expo. They are
only open to artists working at the show, and
there were prizes for first, second and third
places. Some tattooists seemed to be
entering dozens of pieces into every
category, and the judges – Naresh (Flaming
8), Sonia (Reds Tattoo) and John (Global

Supplies) – certainly had plenty of work to
do. 

It's always good to see the selection of black
and grey pieces from Ronnie Goddard and
his crew from Blood Sweat and Pain in
Boston, Lincolnshire. Ronnie had the
pleasure of taking home a fair few awards,
but was strongly challenged this year by
Gavin from Obsession in Ipswich, with his
ever-improving portraits, now evolving into
colour. Sam Bowyer took top honours for
her amazingly beautiful pin-up piece. Pete
Oz took the prize for Large Oriental; he was
sharing his booth with convention virgin
Gary Hanson, also from Tanuki Tattoo.
Sonny Mitchell from Black Lotus also
graced the stage to receive an award, along
with dozens of others!

I have attended every one of the East Coast
shows and, over the years, my affection for it
has grown – along with the show itself. It's a
big social occasion and I meet up with artists
here that I just don't see anywhere else. Ray
Hunt from Diablo in Kent, for instance, once
a regular on the convention circuit, now only
attends a few, but insists this is one of his
favourites. And numbers through the door
were reportedly up on previous years, which
can only be a good thing. This convention
may not have a huge list of international 'A'-
list artists but what it does have is a warm
heart and a strong personality. With so many
new shows vying for attention, it's good to
see some old timers continuing to flourish
and grow. 

2014 was a very busy year for tattoo conventions in the UK, and
as the season drew to a close the East Coast Tattoo Expo was my
last chance to indulge myself in that inky world before the long
winter lay-off.

Words and Pictures by Perry Rule

EAST COAST
TATTOO EXPO

1. by ronnie goddard,

blood sweat and pain

2. by luke edwards, exile tattoo

3. by nick ‘fhez’ ferris, 

ruby lou’s tattoo

4. by paul stansby, lucky 13

5. by sonny mitchell, 

black lotus tattoo

6. by paul stansby, lucky 13

7. by alex edwards, kids love ink

8. by will nash, silver needles

9. by andy walker, creative vandals

1. 2.

3.
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4. 5.

6.

7. 8.

9.
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10. 11.

12. 13.
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14. 15.

16. 17.

18.

10.by gavin clarke, obsession tattoo

11.by paul stansby, lucky 13

12.by pete oz, tanuki tattoo

13.by alex, sacred tattoo

14.by sim abbott, cosmic tattoo

15.by sam ford, silver needles

16.by sonia, obsession tattoo

17.by jason griffiths, ultimate ink

18.by ray hunt, diablo tattoo
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19. 20. 21.

22.

19.by p j, rising pheonix

20.by aynjjal, cosmic tattoo

21.by pete oz, tanuki tattoo

22.by chris, silver needles
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“It was a real pleasure interviewing Ichi Hatano for

Total Tattoo Magazine”, says tattooist Luca Ortis. “I

first met him through my friend Matteo Ceccarini when

the two of them were working together in Shoreditch

many years ago. I was tattooing Matteo, and Ichi came

along for one of the sessions. I remember really liking

his sense of humour and his easy-going, open

personality. When  I rediscovered his work online, his

style really resonated with me. His tattoos look

effortless. He seems to have a real knack of capturing

the essence of what makes something look and feel

right. I'm really impressed by this ability, because I'm

very aware that you can look at a style and try to

emulate it for years and still your output might not be

quite right. It takes a skilled eye to see what's really

going on in a piece of reference. Ichi's work is solid and

bold and has great balance. It looks timeless, which is

something I really value in tattooing. There are so many

people doing great Japanese-style work, and each

brings their own flavour to the table, but in the end I

guess it boils down to personal taste and I must say

that the simplicity and clarity of Ichi's work makes it

some of my favourite out there.” 

Ichi, when did you first discover tattooing?
It's difficult for me to say when I first became aware of tattoos and tattoo art. As far

back as I can remember, all the adults around me – including my family – tended to

have Japanese-style tattoos. It didn’t even occur to me that they might be Yakuza.

They were just everyday working people. This was the environment I was born into

and I had no prejudices against it. So I would have to say I was born into the

Japanese tattoo world.

Interview Luca Ortis

Pictures Ichi Hatano
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Tell us more about your early life in

Japan...

I was born in 1977 in Ibaraki Prefecture and I

was orphaned at the age of six. My childhood

was spent in a quiet town by the sea. I grew

up surrounded by people who, in the eyes of

society, were considered to be outcasts –

surfers and musicians, Bousouzoku

(motorbike gangs) and Yakuza – but this was

my home town so I didn't really think

anything of it. I just spent my days with my

friends, having fun, growing tougher. I've

always been artistic and I can remember

being regularly praised by my school teachers

and getting good grades in art classes. I was

fixated on drawing and there was nothing I

enjoyed more than creating pieces of art. The

constant praise helped! I even had my work

published on the front cover of the school

anthology. As a teenager, I was asked by

many of my friends to paint their biker jackets

and I was also given the opportunity to paint

the shutters of the surf shop belonging to my

Senpai (my 'senior'). And I learnt how to

remodel and paint my own bike. But I never

really believed that I could become a full-time

professional artist – and it's still something I

never take for granted. I've been very lucky

to have been given this opportunity, to enjoy

my work to the full every day.

How did your career as an artist begin?

During my teenage years I was always

thinking about what the future might hold for

me. My school offered me various options,

but I decided to move to Tokyo and go it

alone. With my own personal style and my

belief in myself, and with the help of all the

people I met, I was able to naturally

progress. I'd had no formal training in art, or

any specialised art education, so I took it

upon myself to learn. I spent much of my
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time reading Manga and books, going to art exhibitions and visiting shrines and temples.

I took a lot of my influences from everyday Japanese life and my surroundings. 

I continued drawing and working on my art not for the purpose of serious study or

developing professionally, but purely for the enjoyment I got from improving my skills. 

I just wanted to create pieces to the best of my ability and work to my full potential. 

I was also a carpenter's apprentice for a time, and it was there that I learned about the

soul the Japanese put into even the smallest of items. That was something that

influenced me deeply. It's stayed with me throughout my life as a tattooist.

Was it easy to become a tattooist?

The first tattoo I did was on my Kohai (my 'junior') from my home town. He asked me to

do it not as a professional, but because he wanted a friend to tattoo him. However, 

I didn't actually begin working properly as a tattooist until I was twenty. When I first

started out, there was no internet and no real way to acquire any knowledge about

tattooing. There were very few artists in Japan and there wasn't really anywhere to buy

tattoo equipment, but there were magazines with information about foreign artists and

tattoo machines. I had to use my ingenuity. And lots of people helped me on my

journey. I've been blessed with numerous opportunities to meet and learn from big

name artists – masters like Clay Decker, Paul Stottler, Luke Atkinson and others – and 

I continue to feel enriched by these encounters. In a kind of miraculous way, they've

given me exactly what I need to grow not only as an artist but also as a person. To this

day, I have no idea why a no-name novice tattooist like me should have been given so

many lucky breaks!
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Tell us about coming to London...

Yes, 2007 was a turning point for me. I moved to London for a year to

learn English and work in a tattoo shop – Prick in Shoreditch. I lived in a

small apartment close to the shop. I owe a great debt of gratitude to

Henry Hate the owner for letting me work in his shop even though he

didn't know me and I had only very basic English skills. Moving abroad

was a very big deal for me, as I had to close down my Tokyo studio in

order to do it. However, I have no regrets and I look back on it as a very

positive decision. I met many English people who I am still in touch with

today.



What do you think about non-Japanese

tattooists practising Irezumi?

If the work is good, then that is all that

matters. However, I still believe that it is not

enough just to learn about Irezumi. Artists

need to study Japanese culture, traditions and

history to get the real meaning behind

Irezumi. Although, having said that, when I

first travelled abroad and met non-Japanese

artists who were specialising in Japanese

work, I couldn't believe they knew so much

about Japanese culture. More than a lot of

Japanese people!

What are your plans for the future?

At the moment I don't have any plans to take

on an apprentice or start a tattoo family, but

one day... who knows? It might just happen

naturally.

I've been so lucky that the things I enjoy

doing, the things that are part of my DNA, are

so closely intertwined with my chosen career.

For me, work and play are the same thing.

The Japanese way of life has somehow

become synonymous with work stress, but my

work has always been stress free. I feel I

have been given a very fortunate life. I get to

spend everyday doing something I love,

which makes me very happy. I can also take

my work anywhere in the world without any

worries. Probably even a jail... not that I have

any plans for that!

ICHI TATTOO

Tokyo, Japan

www.ichitattoo.com

Tel +81 (0)50 1564 0412

instagram @ichi_hatano
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IN FOCUS
In these pages we showcase a small selection of work from a group of artists working together.
This month Cult Classic Tattoo, 32 North Street, Romford Essex RM1 1BH
01708 730500 www.cultclassictattoo.com
We would love to feature your work, please send examples to: 
In Focus, Total Tattoo Magazine, 111 Furze Road, Norwich, NR7 0AU, UK

aaron hewitt gareth ‘woody’ sones lee knight neal bridson

mike wall

aaron hewitt

lee knight

aaron hewitt

gareth ‘woody’ sones
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gareth ‘woody’ sones

lee knight

neal bridson

mike wall lee knight

mike wall

aaron hewitt neal bridson

gareth ‘woody’ sones



UK CONVENTIONS

February 20-22

Brighton Tattoo Convention
The Hilton Metropole Hotel, Brighton
www.brightontattoo.com

February 28-March 1

Tattoo Tea Party
Event City, Phoenix Way, Urmston, Manchester
M41 7TB
www.tattooteaparty.com

March 28-29

The Scottish 
Tattoo Convention
The Edinburgh Corn Exchange
10 New Market Rd, Edinburgh
EH14 1RJ
www.scottishtattooconvention.net

March 28-29

Tattoo Kulture
Winter Gardens, Weston-Super-Mare, 
North Somerset
www.facebook.com/tattookulture

April 12

Ink n Iron
The Tower, Reservoir Road, 
Birmingham B16 9EE
www.inkandiron.co.uk

April 11-12

Tattoo Extravaganza
Portsmouth
The Pyramids Centre, Southsea sea front
Portsmouth PO5 3ST
www.tattooextravaganza.co.uk

April 11-12

Northlakes Tattoo Convention
The Shepherds Inn Carlisle
www.northlakes tattoo.com
Tel 01228545156 

May 8-10

Maiden City Ink
Everglades Hotel, Prehen Road Derry
Northern Ireland
maidencityink@aol.com

May 16-17

Liverpool Tattoo Convention
The Adelphi Hotel, Ranelagh Place, Liverpool,
Merseyside L3 5UL
www.liverpooltattooconvention.com

May 23-24

Northern Ireland 
Tattoo Convention
Ulter Hall, 34 Bedford St, Belfast, County
Antrim BT2 7FF
www.facebook.com/pages/NI-Tattoo-
Convention-2014/228873017124155

June 6-7

Leeds International 
Tattoo Expo
New Dock Hall - Royal Armouries Museum
Armouries Drive, Leeds LS10 1LT
www.leedstattooexpo.com

June 6-7

Northampton Tattoo
Convention
Saints Rugby Ground, Weedon Road,
Northampton, NN5 5BG
www.northamptoninternationaltattooconventi
on.com
Tel: 01604949958

June 13-14

Bristol Tattoo Convention
Brunels Old Station
The Passenger Shed, Station Approach, Bristol
BS1 6QH
www.bristoltattooconvention.com

June 14

Reading Tattoo Show,
Rivermead Leisure Complex. 
Richfeild Avenue, Reading, RG1 8ER
readingtattooshow@hotmail.co.uk
0118 9590700/01189598616 
www.readingtattooshow.co.uk

June 20-21

Croydon Tattoo Convention
Park Lanen, Croydon, Surrey CR9 1DG
www.croydontattooconvention.com
Tel 07507914885

June 20-21

York Tattoo Convention
York Racecourse, YO23 1EX
www.yorlinternationaltattooconvention.co.uk

July 31-Aug 2

2nd Titanic International
Tattoo Convention
1 Olympic Way, Queens Rd, Titanic Quarter,
BT3 9EP Belfast
www.facebook.com/titanic.tattooconventionbel
fast14

August 1-2

Bedford International 
Tattoo Convention
Bedford Corn Exchange, St Pauls Square,

Bedford MK40 1SL

Tel: 01234 930504

August 15-16

Norwich Body Arts Festival
Open, 20 Bank Plain, Norwich, Norfolk, NR2 4SF

www.norwichbodyartfestival.co.uk

September 13

Female Tattoo Show
The Assembly, Spencer Street, Leamington Spa

CV31 3NF

OVERSEAS CONVENTIONS

February 6-8

Milano Tattoo Convention
Ata Hotel Quark, 

Via Lampedusa 11/A - Milano Italy

www.milantattooconvention.it

March 6-8

Modial du Tatouage
La Grande Halle De La Villette

211 Avenue Jean Jaurès

75019 PARIS

March 13-15

Tattoo Ink Explosion
Kaiser-Friedrich-Halle, Möchengladbach

www.tattooinkexplosion.com

June 6-7

Tattoofest
Kracow, Poland

www.tattoofest.pl/convention

www.facebook.com/TATTOOFEST

September 12-13

Galway Tattoo Show
Radisson Hotel, Lough Atalia Road, Galway,

Ireland

www.facebook.com/galwaytattooshow

November 6-8

Brussels International 
Tattoo Convention
Tour & Taxis,  Avenue du Port 86, 1000 Brussels 

Belgium

www.brusselstattooconvention.be

CONVENTION CALENDAR

Tattoo convention listings on this page are free. Send your details to 
Convention Calendar, Total Tattoo Magazine, 111 Furze Road, Norwich, Norfolk, NR7 0AU, UK
or e-mail editor@totaltattoo.co.uk All details correct at time of going to press. E&OE.
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So what is the solution to all of this? 

Personally, I don’t think there is one. We’ve
gone too far in this particular direction for the
course to be changed. I have been lucky
enough to work some pretty cool
conventions, and I’ve been to some as a visitor
too... but I have also been to some that were
not so great. I have been to conventions
where there have been artists I would
definitely expect to see, artists who have
made me think “you're not quite there yet, but
I can see where you’re trying to go with it”,
and artists who are in the “not for a long time,
you’ve got a lot of work to do before you
should be at a convention” category. But why
do I think like that? Surely they have as much
right to be there as I do? And as much right to
be there as the artists who are better than
me? We all own studios, or work in studios,
and we’ve all paid our booth money, so surely
we should all be there together, like a
community, right?

If you've paid good money to go to a
weekend music festival, you would expect
to see headline acts that you've definitely
heard of (even though you might not like
them) and other acts that you may or may
not know. You would also expect to see a
bunch of unsigned acts – but they'd be
acts that had their shit together. They'd
be able to play their instruments, they'd
know their chords and their key
changes, and they'd be able to
remember their songs. If half the acts
had seemingly only picked up their
instruments that week, and couldn’t
sing a note, hold a tune or could even
remember their words, you would
feel aggrieved. Let down. Short-
changed even. That's how it is with
some tattoo conventions. Tattoo
conventions should be all about
showcasing to the general public
the very best of what tattooing has
to offer. I’m not saying that certain

tattooists should never be allowed to be at
shows, just that they shouldn't be there before
they are ready.

So where does that leave the convention
organisers? What are they going to do if they
can’t fill their booths with just anybody? Well,
ultimately, it would mean that a number of
conventions would struggle and perhaps even
finish, and although from an “artistic
perspective” that may not be a bad thing I am
well aware that from a “business perspective”
that’s just not going to happen. For some
people, putting on a convention could be a
major part of their livelihood and so they will
do whatever they feel is necessary to keep it
going.

I'm aware that I probably have a romanticised
view of what a tattoo convention should be all
about, but I know I’m not alone in this train of
thought. Wouldn’t it be nice if we could turn
back the clock a few years to a time when
conventions seemed to mean more than they
do today? “Industry” and “politics” have taken
a massive shit all over a craft that I love so
dearly, a craft that has given me some
incredible friends and that I have dedicated
the last 16 years to, and that's a real shame. I
adore the good parts. I think it’s amazing that
tattoo artists can achieve celebrity status and
all the trappings that come with it. But it's
such a pity that we have to endure all the
money-making, socio-political bullcrap that
inevitably trails in the wake of success and
popularity. So whereas we might once have
looked upon the tattoo convention as a much-
loved favourite uncle, we are now forced to
accept it as the foot-stomping, brash,
argumentative teenage nephew who is pissed
off because he only has six games for his
console instead of seven.

It's always hard to admit that things have
changed, but they have. And so, with the
knowledge that no one particular convention
is going to do any more or any less for my

career than any other, I pick the conventions
that I work in the following ways:

I ask other tattoo artists for their
recommendations. I apply via email and I ask if
the convention will consider putting me on
the waiting list – because a good convention, a
worthwhile convention, will be worth waiting
for. (This is of course similar to the method
that many people use when choosing a tattoo
artist. If you have to wait for an appointment,
there’s a good chance it’s because that artist is
worth the wait. If they can get you in right
there and then, you kinda have to ask why?)

And I work conventions that are put on by my
friends from the tattoo community as,
invariably, they still have integrity and still want
to showcase quality artwork.

But, most importantly, I work conventions that
my friends work at, because for me, above and
beyond everything else, conventions are now
more about getting to spend a couple of
quality evenings with people that I don’t get to
spend anywhere near as much time with as I’d
like. I just like tattooing and hanging out with
my friends.

Some people call me the Space Cowboy,
Some call me the Gangster of Love.
Some people just call me Scribblyhead.

Thanks for reading.

Dan Stone

instagram - danstoneartist
www.facebook.com/dan.stone.338?fref=ts

The views and opinions contained within this
article are solely the views of Daniel Stone and
are not necessarily the views of Total Tattoo, its
employees or its associates.

The convention is dead!     Long live the convention!

Part 2

Dan Stone from Electric Buddha 

shares his thoughts.

Backpiece is our unique opinion column.

Anyone can write one. Happy, sad, bitter or

twisted, we don’t mind! If you have

something you would like to get off your

chest, email editor@totaltattoo.co.uk or

write to Total Tattoo Magazine, 

111 Furze Road, Norwich, NR7 0AU

In last month's Total Tattoo, Dan Stone shared his thoughts on the

evolution of tattoo conventions. With so many conventions now taking

place, and with social media playing such a big role in the promotion of

tattooists' work, do these events still have a meaning and a purpose?

And in the shift from “community” to “industry”, and the rush for

mainstream acceptance, has tattooing itself lost something? There are

more talented artists than ever, but the phenomenal growth of tattooing

(aided and abetted by TV and celebrity culture) is creating its own

problems of supply and demand, and quantity versus quality. With the best

artists unable or simply not needing to work every convention, organisers

are struggling to fill their booths and keep their events alive. 
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